
(Unit2) Poetry Exam June 2011



 POETRY ANTHOLOGY Should take around 7 
weeks –

 Worth 35% of Literature final mark

 Section A Anthology 23%

 Section B Unseen Poetry 12%



 Exam 45 mins

 1 poem named, choose 1 other. 

 36 marks

 Study 10 poems

 Write about 2



 AO1

 respond to texts critically and imaginatively; 
select and evaluate relevant textual detail to 
illustrate and support interpretations (10%)

 Or

 Use PEE



 AO2

 explain how language, structure and form 
contribute to writers‟ presentation of ideas, 
themes and settings (5%)

 Be able to write about the Language devices, 
how the poem is organised, and the ideas



 AO3

 make comparisons and explain links 
between texts, evaluating writers‟ different 
ways of expressing meaning and achieving 
effects (10%)

 Compare 2 poems



 Relationships 

 Compare how feelings towards another 
person are presented in In Paris with You and 
one other poem from  Relationships. 
Remember to compare:

 what the feelings in the poems are

 how the feelings are presented (36 marks)



 Compare how family relationships are shown 
in Nettles and one other poem from

 Relationships. 

 Remember to compare:

 what the relationships in the poems are

 how the relationships are presented (36 
marks)



 Compare how love is presented in Hour and 
one other poem from

 Relationships. 

 Remember to compare:

 what is said about love

 the techniques use to present love (36 marks)



Unseen Poetry



 Spend 30 minutes on the unseen poetry 
question

 This question is worth 18 marks



 AO1 – 5%

 respond to texts critically and imaginatively; 
select and evaluate relevant textual detail to 
illustrate and support interpretations 5%

 Use P-E-E



 AO2 – 5%
 explain how language, structure and form 

contribute to writers‟ presentation of ideas, 
themes and settings

 Be able to write about the language devices, 
how the poem is organised, and the ideas



 Copy this sample question:
◦ Read „Ninetieth Birthday‟.  What is the poem saying 

about old age and people‟s attitudes towards it?  
How does the poet put this across?

 Read through the poem (see next slide or the 
separate document) and annotate.



You go up the long track
That will take a car, but is best walked
On slow foot, noting the lichen
That writes history on the page
Of the grey rock. Trees are about you
At first, but yield to the green bracken,
The nightjars house: you can hear it spin
On warm evenings; it is still now
In the noonday heat, only the lesser
Voices sound, blue-fly and gnat
And the stream's whisper. As the road climbs,
You will pause for breath and the far sea's
Signal will flash, till you turn again
To the steep track, buttressed with cloud.

And there at the top that old woman,
Born almost a century back
In that stone farm, awaits your coming;
Waits for the news of the lost village
She thinks she knows, a place that exists
In her memory only.
You bring her greeting
And praise for having lasted so long
With time's knife shaving the bone.
Yet no bridge joins her own
World with yours, all you can do
Is lean kindly across the abyss
To hear words that were once wise.



1. You‟ve only got a maximum of 5 minutes for 
this so keep it short.

2. Focus on the 4 or 5 key quotes you‟ve 
chosen from the poem.

3. Don‟t forget to write about what the poet 
says and how they say it.



Attitudes to old 
age:

1. Intro
• Subject – journey 

to visit old lady on 
her birthday.

• How old people 
are viewed.

2.  Old age lonely / isolated
• Quiet – no people, personification 

of nature 
• “Lost village”
• Waiting for visitors, people are 

reluctant to visit.

3.  People‟s attitudes
• Not valued – “that” woman.
• Patronising – “lean kindly” 

“praise for having lasted so long”
• Two stanzas – journey and 

meeting.  Change in mood.

4.  Distance between 
old and young

• Different world –
“no bridge...”

• Imagery – abyss 
between old and 
young

• Rhyming couplet 
emphasises this.

5.  Journey of life
• Journey is a 

metaphor for life –
irregular rhythm, 
walking up hill

• “time‟s knife...” –
near death.

6.  Conclusion 
• Sad tone
• Old people 

misunderstood and 
dismissed.


